
PREDESTINED FATE OF OEDIPUS

Free Essay: Predestined Fate of Oedipus In ancient Greek society they believed that ones life is predestined and that
ones fate is sealed. What is meant to.

He only wanted to flee his fate, but it continually caught up with him. The argument of Oedipus guilt or
innocence dates back for centuries, yet there still is not a clear explanation to which side is accurate. It is an
age old question, and like all intangible questions we try again and again to formulate an answer through
books, movies, conversations, analysis of history and prediction of the future. Oedipus Rex by Sophocles -
Predestination versus Fate 2 Pages Words Oedipus was predestined to kill his father and marry his mother. In
this tale, the source of this fate is not as clear as its function. Since it is unavoidable, those who attempted to
circumvent their destiny would end up fulfilling it in an ironic, hence tragic, fashion. Therefore the King was
not a victim of fate, as many scholars seem to believe, and that he was never completely controlled by it. If
you ever had a criminal record it will make it very difficult for you to get a high rank job. In this tale, the
source of this fate is not as clear as its function. Oedipus's fate ruined his life and lead him to a horrible death.
We can do what we want with our lives. To begin Other Popular Essays. Creon and Antigone battle
throughout their story, yet ultimately showed that death and sorrow are fates that are bigger than the both of
them. The problem is that this person never left Oedipus on the mountains as he was instructed to and
therefore Oedipus never died. Oedipus, the main character of this tragedy, he is a protagonist ruled by conflict
and fate. As Jocasta says, "It's all chance, chance rules our lives. Both fate and free will played a very crucial
part in Oedipus' downfall. By constantly trying to get around his prophecy, he came closer to fulfilling it. In
the play, Oedipus Rex, fate played an important role in the lives of the characters. After learning about the
prophecy, Oedipus immediately takes action by leaving his hometown of Corinth and avoiding his supposed
parents. However they couldn't kill him themselves because murder of their own son would get the gods angry
all over again. Predestined Fate of Oedipus In ancient Greek society they believed that ones life is predestined
and that ones fate is sealed. When you are really determined to achieve a goal that you have set for yourself it
is possible to overcome any obstacle. Although he seemed to be a puppet of the gods, he ironically seems to
bring the catastrophe of his life upon himself willingly because he never stopped to think about the
consequences of his actions. We have all had moments like those, but nothing can compare to the feeling
Oedipus had on that dreadful day when he found out that he was cursed by the gods, destined to kill his father
and marry his mother. This essay will examine one of Oedipus' speeches, found in lines - , made before he
learns of his appalling fate Some people claim that there is no such way of controlling your life because it has
been planned out for you ahead of time in a precise and unchangeable way Or the student that shows little
promise. Pride may have been seen as good or bad. He would not accept his destiny and the fact that humans
are relatively powerless against the gods. Human vs. One such play-writer is Sophacles. Fate is a word that
can be defined in many different ways. If you ever used drugs or were an alcoholic people sometimes assume
that you are still "messed up" even if you have been clean for some time. We very often judge other people by
what race or ethnic background they belong to or simply on their general appearance, gender or age. The
conflicts of Human vs.


